
Term/Course/Instructor: Term: Winter 2016 Course: ECON-200-101 Instructor: Meyers,Keith Andrew

What did you especially like about this course?
Application to real life

Course was very difficult but the instructor
gave us opportunities to make up points.

I enjoyed the subject material the most.

I knew that if I had any confusion with 
anything, professor Meyers was an email 
away and replied super quickly

I learned how to study by myself with only
a book

I liked how the course was very 
straightforward; we just had hw, essays, 
and tests.

I liked the content and the pace with 
which we learned

I liked the flexibility of the course because
it was online. There was just the right 
amount of homework, tests, and 
assignments. Due dates and readings 
were scheduled nicely.

I liked the inquisitive program for the 
content.

I liked the overall topic of this course. 
Learning about economics is important 
and can be used in many aspects of life.

I really like how the instructions were 
really clear.

It not taking a full semesters worth of time

It was online

It's a online class.

It's online course.

Not a lot was required for the 3 week 
course

That it incorporated Inquisitive, which 
allowed for more freedom in doing 
Homework.

The ability to get credit in a short period of
time.

The book online is very good because the
book has many graph, videos and good 
example to help me to understand the 
knowledge.

The freedom to work at your own pace 
with guidelines for what you should know 
in order to be prepared for test days .

The homework can be retake.

The material

The real world life lessons

The time requirement for assignments.

course material

doing assignments on your own time

good

inquisitive homework

no

the quizzes we had to do for our 
homework

useful

What did you especially like about the way this instructor taught the course?
I like how they were clear.

I liked that the instructor responded in a 
timely manner to emails and was able to 



clarify confusion when asks.

I though the the online homework prepared 
me well for the exams.

Inquizitive was useful

It was flexible with my schedule

It was self learning.

It's online course.

N/A

The best thing I like is we can comment 
others writing and communicate together 
online. It's a very convenient and good way 
to expand our thought and to understand 
others' thought.

The guide before exam.

The instructor did not really teach anything; 
our learning came strictly from our own 
reading of the chapters. I would prefer some
PowerPoints or lessons from the instructor.

The instructor was adamant about making 
sure students had all opportunities to 
succeed in the shortened course structure 
and making it manageable.

The timeline for assignment due dates was 
good.

There was leeway for extra points given the 
surprisingly difficult nature of his exams.

There was no real instruction.

Uncertain

Understandably amount of course work 
each day. But if you stayed up to date you 
would not get overwhelmed with 
assignments .

We mostly had to teach ourselves the 
material.

fast at grading

good

n/a

no

no comments

none

nothing

online so pretty self taught

sure

the instructor didn't teach us anything we 
taught ourselves by reading the book and 
taking the quizzes

What suggestions would you make to improve this course?
All good.

Don't use examity.

Everything is good.

I felt like Exam 2 was made much more difficult than it 
should have been. Since we are basically teaching 
ourselves the material, the exams should not be so 
hard.

I would prefer some PowerPoints or lessons from the 
instructor.

If exams are going to be that hard, then extra work is 
going to be needed to be given in helping the students 
prepare. Simply reading the textbook and doing the 
Inquisitive assignments aren't helping the students 
prepare at all.

Less inquizitive, more other applications of the topics.



Make the multiple choice questions on exams worth a 
little bit more.

Maybe because the online class, I feel I cannot 
connect with teacher directly when i have some 
questions and some misunderstand things while i am 
learning. I think this is the only problem

Maybe including practice questions for the short 
answer section of the exams.

More interaction with the professor.

More lectures and power points. This class was awful.

More teacher lessons.

More through study guides

None.

Nothing

Perhaps pre-recorded lectures clarifying some points

Possibly make each chunk of homework due on 
individual days to make sure people stay on task and 
are prepared for exams , more of a study guide on the 
exams .

Post daily teachings (video).

Post study questions to help with the tests. I felt test 
material was different from things I studied

The tests are worth alot maybe lower the overall worth 
of it.

Use an other website because ecamity is not a good 
website.

better study guides

better study guides for the exams

good

increase multiple choice questions weightage

more tools to learn the material besides reading out of 
the book

no

nothing

What suggestions would you make to improve the way this instructor taught the course?
Actual lectures.

All good.

Communication is key. The first test and even the second test had hardly any 
information as to what we should study. The hundreds of pages covered over 
each test deserve some guidance for the students, otherwise it is a sure fire way 
for us to get lost.

Don't use examity.

Everything is great.

I think maybe the instructor can make some knowledge conclusion list like formula
table to us before several chapters.I think that can help us to do some preview 
and review.

I would prefer some PowerPoints or lessons from the instructor.

Initially he gave us a really broad and unhelpful study guide. Then second week 
he narrowed it down some more to what we should read in the textbook. However
I feel he needs to come up with a worksheet/ study guide of his own with his 
answers provided to help students understand what is being expected of them. 
Note that the study guide shouldn't be indicative of exactly whats going to be on 
the test. It should just be enough to explain what is being expected from the 
content and its explanations

Making a study guide and exchanging as a assignment to help class be prepared 
for exams .

Maybe have a word doc of important concepts we should focus on when we are 
going through each chapter.

Maybe teaching an online course isn't the best for this instructor. This was by far 
the worst and hardest online class I've had and compared to peers who have 
taken this course in person, this is by far the hardest Econ 200 course. Maybe 
actually teaching the students a little something about Econ would help. Posting 
every week about when deadlines are does not count as teaching and thats all 



this instructor did. I had to teach myself EVERYTHING about Econ just to get a 
good grade in this class.

N/A

None

None.

Not sure

Nothing

Same as question 62

Set time for students to meet and cover different chapters.

The homeworks take a lot of effort, Maybe have them worth more of the overall 
grade?

good

increase multiple choice questions weightage

individual feedback

more study guides

no

none

posted a practice exam that reflected the format of the actual exams

put major points you want us to focus for the exams

Please write any additional comments you may have below.
.

All good.

By far one of the worst, if not, then the worst teachers I've had at U of A. Does 
not care about the students nor does he care to teach us. Atleast a weekly 
online lecture or powerpoint would've been nice. At the least.

Communication is key!

Don't use examity.

For the instructor, I just want to say this class is important for me, but i am not 
good at classes as econ, especially in the class as hard as econ200 and 
learning in just one month. Even I didn't have great grade so far, but i will work
harder and harder. And I really a good grade in this class. Thank you so much.

Good Class!

I don't have any additional comments. As hard as Econ can be to grasp the 
class would as painless as possible taught by this instructor .

I wish i can pass this class.

I'm feeling a bit mixed about the exams. They were definitely harder than one 
would expect from a 200 class, but the questions were definitely fair for the 
most part. However no extra help outside those extremely rough outlines of a 
study guide was given to help the students. Now I understand that I didn't once
send an email asking for clarification, but its kind of to be expected considering
correspondence online over these multitude of topics would be very difficult to 
understand.

Interesting class

N/A

N/a

Na

No additional comments.

None

None.

None. I don't like doing TCE

Nothing.

Overall one of the better online classes I have taken at the UofA.

Overall was a good well taught class

fun class just need better study guides

good

more time for hmwk

n/a

nice class

no



none



Term/Course/Instructor: Term: Summer 2016 Course: ECON-330-001 Instructor: Meyers,Keith Andrew

What did you especially like about this course?
I liked how the tests were laid out with a mixture
of short response and multiple choice. There 
readings were always relevant, and definitely 
got me thinking about how the concepts we 
learn in class apply outside of class. The 
homework was the perfect amount, enough to 
learn, but not overwhelming.

I liked it a lot because we look at current events 
in the economy that were related with the topics 
we learned in class and we got a chance to 
analyze them.

I really enjoyed the external readings and the 
relatedness of the course material and current 
events.

Interesting course about economic events 
around the world

It was interesting and important to know.

Mr. Meyers teaching style made this course 
easy to understand

N/A

Teacher was very into the subject of the class 
so it made the information easier to learn.

The content was really helpful. External 
readings helped me understand better the 
course concepts

Thorough analyses of multiple financial crises.

Very interesting thoughts about crisis

We cover really interesting topics that I believe 
students should be more aware of. There was 
always something to talk about and examples 
were fairly clear and effective.

it close to the real world

n/a

na

What did you especially like about the way this instructor taught the course?
Engages in conversations with students.

He is passionate about the subject

He knew the information very well, and tried
to give outside examples to help everyone 
understand.

He likes his career, he has a lot of 
enthusiasm when teaching the class. He 
was well prepared and ready for questions. 
As well he brought up very interesting 
readings

His attitude and the overall environment

His knowledge is very broad. He can 
connect history, politics and economic.

I love how he tied the concepts we were 
learning about to current world events. This 
helped me learn the concepts better and 
understand what is going on in the world.

Mr. Meyers tied in current events and 
applied them to the concepts he taught us.

N/A

Professor Meyers is very engaging and 
really takes the time to provide concrete 
examples.

The instructor always answered all my 
questions and held a good amount of office 
hours! He was very friendly and I 
understood all the concepts he taught. Keith
was super quick at grading, which was 



helpful in a fast moving summer course!

This instructor is the type of person you can
tell has a great amount of knowledge. It is 
really encouraging to interact with someone 
so on top of his subject, not necessarily just 
for class, but outside of it, you can tell he is 
constantly reading and learning just as 
much as we are.

he is funny and he presents the info in an 
interesting way

n/a

na

taught clear for every content

What suggestions would you make to improve this course?
A more structured curriculum and more specific instructions 
on how to prepare for exams, I feel somewhat blind going 
into them.

Again, you can tell the instructor is very knowledgeable, and 
has a lot of information he'd like to share. So much, that 
sometimes he even finds it hard to cover it all, so he may slip 
off track every once in a while. Personally I enjoyed it 
because it was always useful information. But every now and 
then the instructor did have a hard to fully get his point 
across, or explain examples.

Better lecture, powerpoints, examples, homeworks.

It is a class with a lot of new topics although we had an 
introduction in ECON 200. I would try to go over the basic 
knowledge of ECON 200 for a class or two so we can get into
track more easily

Less quizzes

Less quizzes. While I agree they helped my learning, they 
stressed me out and made me focus more on what I know 
rather than why I know the topic in general.

More online activitities

N/A

NA

None

Sometime the topics were not very clear to understand

less quizzes

n/a

none.

suggest to be more clear for whiteboard writing.

What suggestions would you make to improve the way this instructor taught the course?
Change the way of teaching

I would recommend the instructor to try to prepare just a bit 
more before class. He did a great job having quizzes ready 
at the beginning that made us think about the topic. But 
every now and then he did have some trouble explaining 
content. Not because he didn't understand it, but because 
he knew it so well, he couldn't really explain examples so 
students understood.

I would say that some of the readings were hard to 
understand and we did not go too into depth. As well, I think
it would be nice if we would go through the home works the 
day after. So there are no confusions or anything like that

Involve in less irrelevant topics and conversations.

N/A

NA

None

None!

Slow down a little bit, I think he knows the material very 
well, but it takes extra effort to pass these information to 



student.

To provide less quizzes and perhaps introduce group 
projects in replacement of an exam.

good

more helpful review sessions for the exams

n/a

none, he did a good job.

Please write any additional comments you may have below.
Great class, fun instructor, very interesting topic (particularly thanks to him). No further comment required.

He thinks we all have his mentality, and he teaches things that are irrelevant to the topic

It was a great intensive class for summer. I learned a lot and I was able to learn new skills, such as analysis of economic data, graphs and events.

N/A

NA

None

Very nice person and professor. I am glad that I took the class and have learned much more about the global economy.

hope the bonus point do not connect much with movies or so deep link with American culture but prefer to the class.

n/a

none.

very strict attendance rules


